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Advancing Intercultural Dialogue: New avenues for human
security, peace and sustainable development
Since its introduction in 2008, Azerbaijan has promoted the positive application of its
role in connecting cultures through the Baku Process. The World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue is held in Azerbaijan a place where different cultures and civilizations
meet at the crossroads between the East and the West, the North and the South. At
the same time, being a member of both Islamic and European organizations Azerbaijan absorbs the values of both civilizations, thus enabling it to assume a role of
genuine bridge.

The 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue
The 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue (WFID 2017) on the theme of “Advancing
Intercultural Dialogue: New Avenues for Human Security, Peace and Sustainable Development” was held on 4-6 May 2017 in Baku. The Forum was organized by the Government
of Azerbaijan in cooperation with UNESCO, the UN Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC), the
Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO), the Council of Europe,
the UN World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (UNFAO).
The overall theme captured the concerns of the organisers that culture connects people
of difference, and connection enables encounter and exchange. By enabling people to live
together peacefully and constructively in a multi-cultured world, with a sense of global
community and belonging, dialogue between and within cultures can become a powerful
antidote to rejection and violence. WFID 2017 is the most recent major component of the
Baku Process.
The Baku Process challenges intercultural dialogue to move from ideas to practice and
seeks to establish a platform in which today’s challenges can be discussed with real
dialogue, dignity and respect. It has become established as a process that comprises
an open and respectful exchange of views between individuals and groups with different
ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic backgrounds and heritage living in different continents and contexts, on the basis of mutual understanding and respect.
The Baku Process helps place intercultural dialogue and cultural diversity higher on the
international agenda as a critical element for achieving human security and as a prime
responsibility of our time. A central and integral part of the Process, the World Forums
on Intercultural Dialogue (WFID) organised to date have brought together heads of governments, ministers, heads of various international organisations, senior policy makers,
cultural professionals, goodwill ambassadors, experts, journalists, practitioners, prominent intellectuals and activists. WFID has become an established international platform
to enable and encourage people, countries and organizations around the globe to take
concrete actions to support diversity, dialogue and mutual understanding among nations
by raising awareness on the importance of intercultural dialogue worldwide.
Discussion at WFID 2017 placed side by side intercultural dialogue, human security,
peace and sustainable economic development, highlighting the interdependence of
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these and, importantly, the centrality of dialogue for peaceful relations and sustainable development, and hence human security.
The World Forum in Baku (WFID) has taken responsibility for delivering the global agenda
on the Dialogue among Civilisations adopted by the United Nations General Assembly
(November 2001), the UNESCO Convention on Protection and Promotion of the Diversity
of Cultural Expressions (2005), the Islamic Declaration on Cultural Diversity, which was
adopted by ISESCO in 2004, Declaration and Action Plan of the Third Summit of the Heads
of State and Government of the Council of Europe member states, the Council of Europe
White Paper on Intercultural Dialogue (May 2008), as well as the Baku Declaration for the
Promotion of Intercultural Dialogue Azerbaijan hosted the World Forum on Intercultural
Dialogue on 7-9 April, 2011 in Baku under patronage of H.E. Mr. Ilham Aliyev, the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan that had been declared by the President at the 65th
Session of the United Nations General Assembly (23 September 2010, New-York).
WFID, held biannually to Baku, Azerbaijan is supported by prestigious international organizations including UNESCO, UN Alliance of Civilizations, Council of Europe, The Council
of Europe with the North-South Centre of the Council of Europe, ISESCO, World Tourism
Organisation and the UN FAO; it brings together more than 800 representatives from
120 countries from all continents of the World; Cultural and Education Ministers from
20 countries, deputy ministers of numerous states, leading international organizations
including the ISESCO Director General, the Director General of UNESCO, High Representative of UN Alliance of Civilisation, mayors of various world cities, diplomats, media
organizations, international NGOs, scientists, scholars, distinguished cultural experts,
practitioners, intellectuals and activists.

World Forum for Intercultural Dialogue 2017: making progress, the latest
chapter
A core assumption of WFID has been the recognition that dialogue with those who are not
perceived to be from the same cultural background is far from straightforward. In past
Forums, discussions on intercultural dialogue has enabled discussion about uneven relationships: minority-majority, rich-poor, newcomers-residents or powerful-vulnerable.
Even within a framework of mutual respect and without an emphasis on consensus, we
have understood that the very platform upon which we ask others to come and engage
with each other is often, and for the most part, uneven. Whether intentional or not, a dichotomy of advantage and disadvantage cannot simply be willed away, as well intentioned
as intercultural dialogue practitioners may be.
WFID has evolved and the requirement for the field of intercultural dialogue to draw from
disciplines outside of dialogue and communication studies and from a variety of global,
local, public and private contexts, as a way of engaging with the challenges, has become
more important. The Forums have also recognised and acknowledged that the utility of
intercultural dialogue – as both a concept and a toolkit – is yet to be fully measured and
assessed. As such, applying intercultural dialogue as a strategy for managing conflict in
an increasingly globalised and connected world still requires much consideration. As diversity and the consequences of global conflicts have become more diffuse, strategies for
cultural relationships have developed and spread. New experiences of cultural engagement in all walks of life must be crafted to help us to cope with what is now a permanently
diverse and connected world.
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The WFID platform is a unique experience because it ensures, by its design and implementation, that key stakeholders – who might be referred to as the global connectors are engaged. For WFID 2017, the presence of Ministers of Culture and Education in Baku
was an additional asset, including their involvement in the break-out discussions. There
was also a welcomed, refreshed emphasis placed on giving speakers and participants
more opportunity for interaction. WFID acknowledges that many participants, from all
parts of the world, are developing meaningful projects to promote intercultural dialogue
and diversity. At the 4th WFID many of these great practices were shared and showcased
during the Forum.

2017 Highlights: The 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue
As WFID 2017 was fourth successful Forum to mobilise major organizations and individuals involved in the promotion of intercultural dialogue and diversity, WFID 2017 was an
important step forward. It built directly on the results of the previous Forums, and helped
deepen the reflections with new ideas and experiences. WFID 2017 also acknowledged
the new political context in many countries around the world, with the rise of populism
and polarisation and the emergence of a ‘new nationalism’ (The Economist 19 November
2016). This changed context set a distinctive agenda for the discussions and the programme of WFID 2017. Peace, stability and economic development in all parts of the
world may be profoundly harmed by the emergence of this growing national introversion,
which is also a threat for the SDGs agenda. Hence, it was more important than ever to
increase efforts to promote cultural diversity and inclusive societies.
One important new dimension at WFID 2017 was the 1st High Level Meeting of International Organisations. The WFID Task Force had discussed and agreed that intercultural
tensions and conflicts are not caused by the differences between, or by the nature of
cultures themselves, but more by the reality that societies are ill-equipped to effectively manage and overcome any challenges. While promoting dialogue and co-operation
between the world’s cultures and peoples and aiming to address existing problems and
increase joint efforts in this field, the Government of Azerbaijan had proposed to organise
the 1st High Level Meeting of International Organizations in the framework of WFID 2017.
The goal set for this High-Level Meeting was to convene the world’s political, cultural,
military, economic, social, financial and other international organizations to debate human security, sustainable development and inclusive society issues and trace joint actions to settle tensions between cultures and civilizations often times stemming from
religious, cultural and social constraints. This fresh initiative has created another important platform to mobilise resources and conduct shared activities notwithstanding the
universality of international organizations or regional status and area of responsibility.
Additionally, WFID 2017 recognised the changing global political context by seeking to
include include all so-called Global Connectors and reach out directly to new entrants to
WFID – notably the private sector, such as global, local and technology based companies
particularly those committed to social impact and broader human security goal and the
international financial institutions (Banks, IMF, World Bank etc.,) and other development
agencies. The Baku Forum provided a unique opportunity to bring together the “global
connecters” and the leading CSR organizations and to discuss concrete opportunities of
collaboration to promote dialogue and inclusive societies. These new global connectors
are placing new emphases within their research, policy and flagship events on the urgent
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need to build Inclusive Societies. WFID 2017 concluded that the private sector is another
important actor, and a somewhat untapped potential in the promotion of inclusive societies and trust building among people and cultures. Huge financial resources and experience can be mobilised through Corporate Social Responsibility budgets, philanthropy
and corporate engagement, and breakout group discussion at WFID 2017 explored these
potentials.
The new participants are helping WFID grow its influence towards building more inclusive
societies – and promoting the commitment top ‘new avenues for human security’ that is
central to the theme of WFID 2017.
WFID 2017 looked directly at ways of finding practical strategies to build and reinforce
trust and promote economic development as prerequisites of dialogue that creates a
sustainable improvement in people’s quality of life. The focus on human security has
brought new attention to the consequence of both natural and human-driven insecurity,
the strong relationship between violent conflict and poverty, as well as the importance of
food security. Overall human security is threatened by both violent conflict and natural
disasters. WFID 2017 was enriched by the full participation of UNFAO in this regard, and
the second plenary reflected this new imperative.
Professor Mike Hardy CMG OBE FRSA
Executive Director
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WFID 2017: A step towards a more comprehensive conceptualisation of
intercultural dialogue
WFID has long promoted that at its best dialogue is the essential toolkit, helping people
to cope with unprecedented challenges and conflicts and the pace of change within our
modern world. Dialogue can support and help sustain peaceful relations. But too often
the prerequisites that dialogue remains an open process of exchange and respect between individuals and groups of different cultures, points of view and aspirations, built on
a foundation of human rights and fundamental freedoms, are overlooked and not met.
WFID 2017 highlighted how effective dialogue between people of difference, and with different needs and agendas, remains to be vital for real and sustained peace.
On the global stage, forums are convened to bring together heads of governments, ministers, heads of various international organizations, senior policy makers, cultural professionals, goodwill ambassadors, experts, journalists, practitioners, prominent intellectuals and activists. These platforms enable us to take concrete actions to support diversity,
strengthen mutual understanding among and between nations and communities, and
raise awareness of the importance of dialogue. But Intercultural dialogue in the 2017 is
all the more important because of the sheer compression of the world, bringing people
and their cultures into the same space with intense speed, creating new levels and forms
of human interaction and interdependence. Mutual respect - not the same as mutual
approval – will be the more critical. WFID 2017 reinforced the shared view that reasoned
disagreement builds stronger, more authentic and lasting relationships. Avoiding difficult
questions (such as political conflict or differences in values) will be counterproductive,
whereas addressing them directly and with respect is more likely to build trust.
At a time when the world’s efforts are focused on sustainable development for all, the
challenges are often multidimensional and interrelated, with the needs of the most vulnerable being compounded by prejudice and stereotypes that must be challenged holistically.
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Report of WFID 2017: Overview and Inception
WFID 2017 inspired significant interest from across the globe and from important international organisations. The Forum brought together nearly 800 foreign representatives
from more than 120 countries and 38 international organizations, including, among all,
parliament leaders, vice-speakers, MPs, ministers, deputy ministers and other top-level
representatives. WFID 2017 was attended by H.E. Mr Ibrahim Boubacar Keïta, the President of Mali; H.E. Mrs Iliana Malinova Iotova, Vice President of the Republic of Bulgaria;
first ladies of Ethiopia, Djibouti, Mali and Rwanda; H.E. Mrs Irina Bokova, Director-General of United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO); H.E. Mr
Nasser Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, High Representative of the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC); H.E. Dr Taleb Rifai, Secretary General of the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO); H.E. Mr Yousef Al Othaimeen, Secretary-General of the Organization of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC); H.E. Mr. Abdulaziz Al-Tuwaijiri, Director-General
of the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO); H.E. Mr Tacan
Ildem, Assistant Secretary-General at the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO); and
H.E. Mr Gabriella Battaini-Dragoni, Deputy Secretary-General of the Council of Europe.
In total, more than 1,500 participants took part in the event. WFID 2017 comprised 38
meetings, including bilateral sessions, and various cultural events.
WFID 2017 was streamed live by the United Nations, one of the first non-UN-hosted events
to be broadcast live on the United Nations WEB TV. The live broadcast of the event on the
UN WEB TV enabled other international organizations and media outlets to live stream the
event on their official web pages.
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WFID 2017 Opens
The official opening ceremony of WFID 2017 on May 5th 2017 was hosted at the Heydar
Aliyev Centre. Addressing the ceremony, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan H.E. Mr
Ilham Aliyev welcomed the guests and voiced his gratitude to all participants for joining the
4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue. The Azerbaijani President reminded participants
that for centuries Azerbaijan had been a place where civilizations and cultures met. The
President also noted that multiculturalism, as well as the ethnic and religious diversity are
part of our history and today’s reality. President Aliyev highlighted how multiculturalism is
a state policy in Azerbaijan and is at the same time ‘our lifestyle’. Though the word multiculturalism is relatively new and complex in meaning, the ideas of multiculturalism have
always existed in Azerbaijan.
“Regardless of the time of history and political systems in Azerbaijan, our people
have always been active in defending and promoting multiculturalism both inside
and beyond Azerbaijan.”
Speaking about the history and development of the Baku Process, H.E. Mr President Aliyev
added that
“…the impact of success of the intercultural dialogue (in Azerbaijan) can be seen
virtually in every field, from political life and the security-related areas to economic
co-operations.”
He went on to stress that without foreseeable partnership and relationships based on mutual respect today it would be very difficult for any country to achieve its goals,
“Therefore, these initiatives and the success story of Azerbaijan and its transformation into a centre of multiculturalism, followed by the establishment of Multicul8

turalism Centre in Azerbaijan, demonstrate that we are on the right track and are
moving successfully. And today’s forum, which embraces the whole world, is a clear
demonstration of our intentions.”
At the opening ceremony, the new “Baku Process Award for Leadership in Intercultural Dialogue” was announced jointly by the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, H.E. Mr. Ilham
Aliyev and the UN Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC). This internationally recognized award
in honour of the 10th Anniversary of the Baku Process will be presented to a very influential
person in this field by a decision of the International Jury in 2018.

In her opening remarks, UNESCO Director-General H.E Mr Irina Bokova expressed her
gratitude to President H.E. Mr Ilham Aliyev and UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador H.E Mrs
Mehriban Aliyeva for their valuable contribution to intercultural dialogue and support for
such a prestigious event. Mrs Irina Bokova also noted that the work done towards the development of intercultural dialogue by Azerbaijan, which is a historically ancient and culturally
rich country on the Great Silk Road, would be a shining example for the whole world.

H.E. Mr Nasser Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, High Representative of United Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC) expressed his satisfaction for being again in Baku. Mr Nasser Abdulaziz
Al-Nasser underlined the important role of intercultural and interreligious dialogues in achieving the goals and said that as a UN organization, they share their values with the Government
of Azerbaijan.
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Speaking at the event, H.E. Dr Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General of United Nations World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO), emphasized the significance of promoting tolerance, mutual understanding and close co-operation in the formation of a perfect world. Highlighting
Azerbaijan’s exemplary role in this regard, Dr Rifai also stressed that the 4th World Forum
on Intercultural Dialogue was an ideal opportunity to think about our overall commitment.

Sharing his views on the agenda, Secretary-General of the Organization of the Islamic
Cooperation (OIC) H.E. Mr Yousef Al Othaimeen pointed out that cultural diversity plays an
important role in strengthening the unity among peoples. He also emphasized the need to
promote dialogues and peace culture for this purpose and to combine efforts towards this
end.

H.E. Mr Abdulaziz Al-Tuwaijiri, Director-General of the Islamic Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (ISESCO), expressed his opinion on the issues raised in the forum and expressed his gratitude to President Ilham Aliyev for his efforts in bringing to10

gether people from all over the world to talk about peace and to increase understanding.
He said that Baku is the place where peace, development and intercultural and interfaith
dialogues and diversity co-exist.

Later in the Opening Session, H.E. Mrs Gabriella Battaini-Dragoni, Deputy Secretary-General of the Council of Europe, expressed her hope for the best results for WFID 2017, and
asked President Ilham Aliyev and First Vice President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Mehriban Aliyeva not to let the torch of the Baku Process die out, because the world needs more
peace, harmony and co-existence now.
When delivering the contribution of the Director-General of the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (UNFAO) H.E. Mr Jose Graziano da Silva, the Director of the Cabinet of UNFAO H.E. Mr Mario Lubetkin said that the forum served to build cultural bridges
between people.
WFID 2017 continued with a combination of open Plenary Sessions, formal meetings of international organisations and Breakout Groups
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Plenary Session 1.

Co-organised by UNAOC and Government of Azerbaijan
“Promoting Dialogue and Building Bridges as a Tool to Preventing Violent
Extremism”

Moderated by Mrs Nihal Saad, Chief of the Cabinet and Spokesperson for the High Representative of the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC)
Nihal Saad expressed her gratitude to the Government of Azerbaijan for the high level organisation of WFID 2017 and its commitment to the most pressing and vital issue in the
contemporary period.
Keynote contributions included: Elmar Mammadyarov, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Azerbaijan who noted the possibility of achieving cooperation by strengthening ties between cultures and by promoting multicultural values. He also emphasized that
Azerbaijan condemns terrorism and attaches great importance to the multicultural dialogue.
Maher Nassir UN Deputy Secretary-General and Director of the UN Department of Public
Information noted that terrorist and extremist groups are operating on the Internet and
are using different software applications. Nassir outlined how social media has become
an instrument for extremist groups,
“They call people to violence and influence their consciousness in the groups which
are created in social networks by them. At the same time, the spread of misinformation about the different cultures of the people through media can also cause people
to become angry and pave the way for the extremists to benefit from this situation.
Our main job is to protect the young and to give them the right direction,” he noted.
Alexander Zuev, United Nations Assistant Secretary-General for Rule of Law and Security
Institutions noted that today tolerance and intercultural dialogue should be presented in
the new forms, as extremism expands its borders by using new methods. He pointed out
that the organisations within the United Nations System, and other international organizations, have a great responsibility, and stressed the importance of developing more effective
methods by a number of structures of these organizations.
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Iliana Iotova, Bulgarian Vice President, said that dialogue is the only way to achieve peace
and stressed that it is necessary to protect a tolerant environment and to prevent the creation of violent extremism. Touching upon young peoples’ education, the Vice President
said that young people are extremely vulnerable to extremism. She continued by stressing
that it is necessary to extend younger generation’s outlook and to increase the exchange of
education and experiences among the young people of the different countries by investing
in education exchange,
“Even if we do not protect cultural diversity and do not respond to challenges in
time, our societies can be helpless in front of big risks,” she noted.
Tacan Ildem, Assistant Secretary-General of NATO stated that real steps should be taken
to combat extremism. He noted that NATO welcomed and supported Azerbaijan’s steps in
this direction,
“NATO has always supported cooperation among countries. Our organization is
trying to assist countries in any way in this regard,” he said.
Mr Ildem also pointed out that the Internet is contributing to the radicalization process,
and that i why it is important to protect people from extremist ideals and it is time to take
practical steps for this purpose.
Kamal Abdelsalam Haassan representing Al-Azhar University emphasised that there is
no call for violence in any existing religion, and all religions call for dialogue and peace. He
pointed out the possibility of achieving progress in the fight against terrorism and extremism under the guiding of Allah’s word in the holy books.
Abu Fassi Fihri, Regional Director for Search for Common Ground (Tunisia) suggested
that Middle East and North Africa countries and civil societies should make efforts to build
up the future of the youth by coming together. It is necessary to bring people together by
means of dialogue and to introduce people’s culture to the world. He also highlighted that
it is possible to give young people more prosperous, engaging and aspirational futures by
raising their literacy.
The Plenary Session continued its work with further discussions, questions and answers.
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Plenary Session 2

Co-organised by UNFAO and Government of Azerbaijan
“Intercultural dialogue for food security and community resilience: Essential elements in achieving sustainable development and peace”

Moderated by Raschad Al-Khafaji, Attache of the Cabinet of Office of the Director-General,
FAO who began by emphasizing that the session was dedicated to a very important topic
for the modern world. Al-Khafaji thanked the Azerbaijani leadership for the high-level
organization of WFOID 2017.
Leyla Aliyeva, Vice-President of the Heydar Aliyev Foundation, Goodwill Ambassador of
UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) initiated the keynote speeches highlighting
that it was a great pleasure that people from different parts of the world to come to Baku
to discuss important issues related to the development of intercultural dialogue,
“Dialogue among cultures and people is a prerequisite for peace and prosperity in
the world. There is no acceptable alternative to such dialogue. The less dialogue
and understanding we have, the more way there is for hate and ignorance. Over
the centuries, Azerbaijan has been a place where different cultures, religions and
civilizations meet. Throughout history, all people in Azerbaijan, Muslims, Jews or
Christians have enjoyed peaceful co-existence. In fact, no one perceived or called it
‘intercultural dialogue’. Such kind of relationships was simply part of everyday life
in our country. That is why, our native city, beautiful Baku has become one of the
centres for intercultural dialogue - a place, where people from all parts of the globe
gather to make this world even more perfect,” she said.
Emphasizing the importance of discussions on food security, which is directly related to
peace and sustainable development, Leyla Aliyev, as FAO Goodwill Ambassador and a pas14

sionate environmentalist Leyla Aliyeva stated that strengthening of intercultural dialogue
in fact promotes the dissemination and preserves traditional agricultural knowledge. The
sharing of food is in itself a form of cultural dialogue as the culture of cuisine provides
people with the opportunity to come closer together, overcome prejudices, and better understand various lifestyles. Leyla Aliyeva pointed out that no country or organization can
deal with global issues, such as food security, environmental protection and sustainable
development alone. Dialogue is for the implementation of the agenda of global development.
The Goodwill Ambassador, continued by providing detailed information on the activities of
the International Dialogue for Environmental Action - IDEA, established in 2011 for this
purpose, invited all the participants to remain open to dialogue always at the end of her
remark.
Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, High Representative for the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations started with a strong expression of highly appreciation for the hospitality of Azerbaijan, and said that all guests who come to Baku, were always eager to revisit this city
again. Noting that the food issue is one of the priorities of the UN Alliance of Civilizations,
Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser pointed out that they cooperated with FAO on this issue.
Abulfas Garayev, Minister of Culture and Tourism for Azerbaijan noted that food, culinary,
nutrition are part of our daily lives,
“It is very good that FAO participates in this Forum, and food security is kept on the
same level as human security,” he said.
Minister Garayev stated that poor quality of food products affects people’s safety. The Minister pointed out that food security is a strategic priority in our country and special attention is paid to agriculture.
Marcela Villarreal, Director of Office for Partnership, Advocacy and Capacity Development of FAO highly appreciated the representation of all the partners of FAO in the Baku
Process. Villareal considered it is important to take part in intercultural dialogue, stated
that people should exchange, and share their knowledge and experiences with each other.
Emile Gros Nakombo, Mayor of Bangui, the capital of the Central African Republic, said
that food security concerns all aspects of our lives. He also stressed the possibility of
achieving progress in the world of agriculture.
WFID 2017 participants viewed a video-message on behalf of FAO about food issue. The
message emphasised that every man, every woman and every child in the world should be
provided with healthy food they need.
Raschad Al-Khavaji as Moderator of the session concluded by placing emphasis on the
role of the intercultural dialogue in ensuring food security and thanked FAO for the participation in the Baku Process.
Participants of the session exchanged views through discussion, questions and answer on
the food security situation in the world.
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1st High Level Meeting of International Organizations
Held in the Baku Congress Centre for the first time within the framework of WFID 2017,
dedicated to the theme of

“Sharing Responsibilities for Human Security: Building Sustainable and
Inclusive Societies”.

H.E. Mrs Mehriban Aliyeva, First Vice President of the Republic of Azerbaijan leading the
keynote presentations, stated that the Baku Process was a very important and rare international initiative. Speaking about the humanitarian and charitable projects implemented
by Azerbaijan in various parts of the world, alongside the important political initiatives that
make nations and religions closer to each other, Mrs Mehriban Aliyeva stressed that the
contribution to the preservation of global cultural heritage demonstrates the Azerbaijan’s
longstanding commitment to the values of multiculturalism.
H.E. Mr Nasser Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, High Representative of United Nations Alliance of
Civilizations (UNAOC) continued by complimenting highly the distinctive contribution of the
Government of Azerbaijan in work promoting intercultural dialogue among people. Talking
about the expansion of the UN Alliance of Civilizations over the last four years, Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser also talked about the results gained and informed of the achievements
in ensuring the sustainable development in building inclusive dialogue. At the end of his
speech, Mr Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser said that the Organization would continue to support intercultural dialogue.
H.E. Mrs Irina Bokova, UNESCO Director-General appreciated the Baku Process, which
was initiated by the President of Azerbaijan in 2008, as a timely decision. Highlighting the
need for intercultural dialogue everywhere and in every group of society, and the impor16

tance of dialogue for the 2030 program, Irina Bokova drew the attention to repeated calls
made by the First Vice President of Azerbaijan Mrs Mehriban Aliyeva to bring cultures
together. Irina Bokova thanked the Azerbaijani Government which has always paid special
attention to these issues.
H.E. Dr Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General of the United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) spoke about the role of the tourism sector in cross-cultural dialogue and pointed
out that the best dialogue is the meeting of people. In real-life people see themselves as
they are. WIFD 2017, as the 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue, creates enormous
opportunities in this regard.
H.E. Mr Abdulaziz bin Othman Al-Tuwaijiri, Director-General of ISESCO, noted that cultural heritage is the most important resource of humanity. It is important for everyone
to serve the common values. Cultural monuments should be protected. Al-Tuwaijiri also
highlighted that the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue held in Baku, and the Baku
Process, is important for the joint investigation of all these problems.
H.E. Mr Tacan Ildem, Assistant Secretary-General for Public Diplomacy of NATO suggested that security was also related to the events happening not only within the country, but
also in neighbouring countries, stressed that Azerbaijan supports NATO initiatives and
takes particular steps.
H.E. Mr Mario Lubetkin, Director of the Cabinet of the UN Food and Agriculture Organization thanked the Azerbaijani people for organizing WFID 2017 and emphasized that the
event was organized at a high level. He noted that the FAO is honoured to participate at the
Baku Process,
“Here we are talking about security and peace issues and it is very important for the
2030 Sustainable Development Goals,” he said.
Ramil Hasanov, Secretary-General of the Cooperation Council of Turkic Speaking States,
spoke about the work done by his Organisation and pointed out that one of the goals of the
Organisation was to support sustainable development. He also noted that building inclusive and comprehensive societies was crucial, and we should actively mobilize our efforts.
Sahle Zewde, Director-General of the United Nations Office at Nairobi noted that she had
come to Baku for the first time. She spoke of a good first impression in our country and
stressed the importance role of the rich culture and history of Azerbaijan.
Gulam Ishaqzai, Resident Representative of the United Nations Development Program
said that he welcomed the establishment of a National Coordinating Council on Sustainable Development with the relevant Decree of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan
and other steps taken in this direction.
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High Level Meeting of International Organizations

A further meeting was held at WFID 2017 on the theme of “Building Synergies for Intercultural Dialogue between Economic, Financial Institutions and the Development Agencies towards the 2030 Agenda: Challenges and Opportunities” moderated by Khanim
Ibrahimova, deputy director of AIDA (Azerbaijan International Development Agency).
Khanim Ibrahimova stressed out the importance of AIDA role in the World Intercultural Dialogue in terms of Global Economic, Financial Development. She also noted that,
AIDA closely cooperates with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Islamic Development Bank (IDB), Colombian Presidential Agency of International Cooperation (APC Colombia) and other donor agencies
and through implementation of joint projects expands its partnership relations with those
international organizations and agencies.
Representatives from the Arab Maghreb Union; the Commission of the African Union;
Red Cross Committee; International Migration Organization; Inter-Parliamentary Union;
World Bank; Islamic Development Bank; KAICIID; OECD; UNEP; USAID; TIKA; KOICA; GIZ;
France Development Agency; and other international organizations made direct contributions at the meeting
Navid Naqvi, Country Manager for the World Bank Azerbaijan Office discussed the significance of cooperation for the fight against poverty, suggesting that such prestigious forums
(as WFID 2017) create new opportunities for joint approaches to important issues. Noting
that he was listening attentively to the speakers at the forum, the speaker thanked the
Azerbaijani Government for making this international platform a reality.
Rintaro Tamaki, Deputy Secretary-General of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development said that he was proud of being in Baku. He highly appreciated the
discussions and proposals made at the session, and stressed that the proposals made at
WFID 2017 would bring new approaches not only to the future cooperation of state bodies,
as well as the private sector.
Michael Christides, Secretary-General of the Organization of the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation pointed out that such cooperation is a very important factor in protecting
cultural heritage. In his presentation, he argued that WFID 2017 once again shows that
promoting cooperation in the field of culture is an important factor.
Rustam Ashonkhujaev, Regional economist from the Islamic Development Bank (IDB),
talked about the work done and projects implemented by the organisation he represents.
He also pointed out that IDB attached great importance to cooperation with Azerbaijan.
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Ministerial Meeting held on May 6th, 2017

At the event chaired by Minister of Culture and Tourism of Azerbaijan Abulfas Garayev, the
historical importance of the 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue was highlighted.
The Ministerial Meeting was organised in a round table format, speeches on world conflicts, elimination of violence, establishment of cooperation, tourism development and
other important issues were heard.
Speaking about the participation of culture ministers and deputy ministers of up to 40
countries in the event, Minister Garayev said that the Baku Forum considered intercultural
dialogue as a process. Emphasizing that the intercultural dialogue is a demand, the Minister pointed out that WFID 2017 aims at building a peaceful world. Expressing his gratitude
to all the organisations that supported the Baku Process generally, and WFID 2017 specifically. Minister Garayev invited everyone to participate in the discussions.
H.E. Mr Nasser Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, High Representative of United Nations Alliance of
Civilizations pointed out that he was listening attentively to discussions within the framework of the 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue and underlined a great role of all
resources, including tourism in ensuring security among people. Speaking about the contribution of the UN Alliance of Civilizations to the peace process, Al-Nasser highlighted
the importance of the measures taken to achieve Sustainable Development goals, and
pointed out that cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue are recognized and lead to
development goals. Al Nasser appreciated the 7th Global Forum of the UN Alliance of Civilizations held in Baku in 2016 and emphasized the possibility of achieving Sustainable
Development Goals thanks to these measures. He thanked the Government of Azerbaijan
for supporting such a prestigious event.
H.E. Mrs Irina Bokova, UNESCO Director-General noted the expanded geography of this
fourth forum. Emphasizing the importance of increasing the employment and literacy of
young people, Bokova pointed out that the Baku Forum had a favourable opportunity for
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joint co-operation in all these areas. Bokova heralded WFID 2017 as creating new bridges
between East and West.
H.E. Dr Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General of the UN World Tourism Organization appreciated
the establishment of fruitful cooperation with the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of the
Republic of Azerbaijan, and expressed his confidence that the commitments would further
continue. Highlighting the contribution of tourism to cultural diversity, cultural values and
cultural heritage, Dr Rifai noted that tourism could be a powerful tool in the protection of
culture.
Nabi Avci, Minister of Culture and Tourism of Turkey expressed his high appreciation of
the work of the Baku Forum and expressed his confidence that today’s problems in the
world could only be solved in such forums. Talking about the increasing importance of
tourism in the world, the Minister said that culture and tourism cannot be separated from
one another because tourists attach importance to cultural values and are particularly
interested in the history and cultural wealth of the destination countries. From this point
of view, it is very important to protect and promote cultural values.
Vladimir Medinsky, Minister of Culture of the Federation of Russia, spoke about the relations between his Ministry and UNESCO, as well as the ministry’s activity in the field of
preservation of historical and cultural monuments. He noted that the Baku Process, as
well as the Ministerial Meeting held today is very important. These events help us to understand what is important to us. At the end Vladimir Medinsky thanked the President of
the Republic of Azerbaijan for supporting the protection of our common cultural heritage.
Firyad Hassan, Minister of Culture, Tourism and Antiquities of Iraq spoke about the major problems facing his country and informed about the historical monuments that were
destroyed. Despite the restoration of five thousand cultural facilities in the country, he expressed regret that dozens of cultural heritage samples belonging to the Iraqi people were
stolen and put on sale in international markets
.
Hassan Arero Minister of Sports, Culture and Arts for Kenya noted that he came to Azerbaijan for the second time and was glad to take part in such an important event as the 4th
World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue. He also pointed out that through such a dialogue
we can achieve peace and human security. Speaking about his country’s interest in establishing bilateral cooperation with Azerbaijan, the Minister underlined that negotiations are
underway in this direction.
Polad Bulbuloghlu, Ambassador of Azerbaijan to Russia noted that intercultural dialogue
is a tool for achieving the peace, underlining that the dialogue serves as a means of understanding the history of mankind and rapprochement between different countries.
Tugelbay Kazakov, Minister of Culture, Information and Tourism of Kyrgyzstan pointed out
that the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue promotes understanding in globalization
process and intercultural dialogue is a necessity of today’s world. Kazakov shared the experience of Kyrgyzstan and noted that cultures of all countries and ethnic groups are the
heritage of humanity. States should contribute to the development of culture.
Representatives of other countries participating in the meeting made speeches on culture, tourism and sustainable development. The final report was adopted at the end of the
meeting where a broad exchange of views took place.
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WFID 2017 Break-Out Sessions, May 5th
Several parallel sessions were held at the Baku Congress Centre in the second half of the
first day of WFID 2017.

Session: “The Cultural Dimensions of Countering Extremism in Cyberspace: The Radicalisation of Youth Leading to Violence”

Organized jointly by UNESCO and Azerbaijan. Moderated by Boyan Radoykov, Chief of
Section for Universal Access and Preservation of Communication and Information Sector
of UNESCO.
Chafika Haddad, Chairman of the Intergovernmental Council for Information for All Program (IFAP) and Deputy Permanent Delegate of Grenada to UNESCO spoke about the
aspects of combating extremism in cyberspace and stressed that information is a source
of power,
“Information plays a major role in solving many issues. It is also a way to peace and
unity in the development of countries,” she added.
The speaker expressed her gratitude to the Government of Azerbaijan for creating opportunity to promote UNESCO’s program at WFID 2017. She noted that this is an important
step towards the fight against radical extremism.
Dr Mohamed Sameh Amr, Professor and Chair of International Law at Cairo University,
Former Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of Egypt to UNESCO, thanked the Azerbaijani Government and UNESCO for their sensitivity to radical extremism, and went on to
note that radical extremism is widely spread in countries where poverty and unemployment are prevailing, and where education is poorly developed.
Farhad Hajiyev, Executive Director of the Youth Foundation said to the session participants
that different peoples live in peace in Azerbaijan where national and religious tolerance
exists. Although radical extremism is not specific to any ethnic group, all countries are
suffering from it. Emphasizing that it is very sensitive topic, Hajiyev noted that there are
opportunities for everyone to make propaganda through the Internet. To avoid this tragedy,
we must fight within the framework of cooperation.
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Session: “Promoting innovative approaches to foster intercultural dialogue”,

moderated by Mr Alessandro Girola, Programming Coordinator at the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC).

Elza Maria De Silva, Founder and CEO of Red Dot Foundation / Safecity platform, emphasised the importance of promoting intercultural dialogue, noted that security should be
ensured in every society.
Naama Markovitch, Director of Marketing and Business Partnerships of Unistream said
that their main objectives are to ensure economic mobility by providing information on the
goals and purpose of the organization.
Mahvash Hassan, Vice President of Welcoming America touched upon the importance of
immigrants’ and refugees’ adaptation to the environment. Talking about the existence of
fears associated with changes in society among local residents, Mahvash Hassan noted
that Welcoming America was helping people to connect with each other.
Annamaria Olsson, Founder of Give Something Back to Berlin, noted the importance of
building new platforms for those with different levels of education. Talking about providing
interaction with the local community, Annamaria Olsson said that migrants and newcomers have contributed positively to the community.
Peter Mousaferiadis, Founder and CEO of Cultural Infusion, stressed that this organization was formed 30 years ago. Mousaferiadis stated that they prepared brochures for
music and games, and they were trying to strengthen the cultural potential of the youth
through festivals.
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Session: “New avenues for the promotion of intercultural dialogue through
e-resources: Launch of the UNESCO publication and e-platform”

The Panel session discussed the importance of the topic. The platform was introduced as
an open and constantly evolving website with the same philosophy as that of Wikipedia,
and is ready to absorb data from the entire world to enrich this content.
Panelists included Francine Saillant, Honorary Professor of Department of Anthropology
of Laval University located in Quebec province of Canada; Selim El Sayegh, Director of
Centre for the Analysis of Disputes and their Modes of Settlement of Paris-Saclay University; Lázaro Israel, International Consultant; and Aleksandra Ochirova, UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador.
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Session: “The role of parliamentarians in building cultural bridges between civilizations”

Samad Seyidov, Chairman of the Committee on International Relations and Inter-parliamentary Relations noted that the role of parliaments and politicians in building cultural
bridges has been taken as a basis in today’s issue.
Ziyafat Asgarov, First Deputy Chairman of the Milli Mejlis emphasized that Azerbaijan
provides an example of a democratic society that guarantees the protection of everyone’s
rights and freedoms, as well as based on the protection and development of the cultural
property of the peoples, irrespective of their ethnicity and religion. Intercultural, inter-religious dialogue and multiculturalism have been raised to the level of state policy in Azerbaijan.
Mohammed Ali Humad, Chairman of Djibouti National Assembly, expressed his gratitude
for the high level organization of WFID 2017 and underlined that very effective discussions
were made here.
Radek Vondráček, Vice Chairman of the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of
the Czech Republic noted that intercultural dialogue is an important topic. Building cultural bridges between civilizations creates a significant basis for new ideas in this era of
emerging terrorism and xenophobia.
Murtuza Abbasi, Deputy Chairman of the Pakistan National Assembly stated that participation in the session on intercultural dialogue is crucial for him, and intercultural dialogue
can boost democracy in countries. Therefore, we should not spare our role in building
cultural bridges.
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Baroness Zahida Manzoor, Member of the House of Lords of the United Kingdom, pointed
out that Azerbaijan possessed beautiful culture and said that WFID 2017 is a very important event for the whole world, as the coexistence of nations with different cultures creates
conditions for the development of those countries.
Rabbi Marc Schneier, Founder and president of the Foundation for Ethnic Understanding
spoke of the importance of dialogue. He highlighted that the establishment of cultural
bridges between the countries could lead to peace and security in the world. Talking about
the high level of tolerance in Azerbaijan, Rabbi Marc Schneier stressed that Azerbaijan is
a model in the Muslim world and is an example to other countries. Azerbaijan is a strong
state that reflects inter-religious, intercultural dialogue. People of different religions and
cultures live in peaceful conditions in this country. The World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue held in Azerbaijan is an example for America, along with all other states.

Session: “Harnessing the transformative power of tourism in building a
better future: A shared responsibility” (UNWTO)

Dr Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General of the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and the
Moderator of the session highlighted the significance of the session which has always
focused on the topical theme of tourism. He thanked the Azerbaijani Government for such
high level organization.
Princess Dana Firas President of Foundation for Petra National Trust speaking on the
theme of “How Tourism Can Improve the World”, noted that effective methods based on
international experience in this area should be used for the sustainable development of
tourism. Projects appropriate to the socio-economic realities of each country should be
developed.
Arundhika Fernando Deputy Minister of Tourism Development and Christian Religious
Affairs of Sri Lanka, Shaikha Mai bint Mohammed Al-Khalifa President of the Bahrain
Authority for Culture and Antiquities and President of the Arab Regional Centre for World
Heritage, and Koen Verlaeckt Secretary-General of Flanders Department of Foreign Affairs of Belgium shared their countries’ experience by talking on the subject.
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Session: “The emergence of new nationalism: How to prevent rising of populism and polarization”, moderated by President of Global Compass Jean-Christophe Bas.

Richard Higgott, Professor of the University of Warwick emphasized that increase of populism is due to the globalization. The rise of populism and nationalism greatly damages
the establishment of intercultural dialogue.
Virginia Proud Research Officer of Vrije University in Brussels spoke about populist politicians and noted that they promote themselves as a brand, by finding people’s weak points
and talking about it. For this purpose, populists actively use social networks and gather
people around themselves to confuse their thoughts.

Session: “Promoting a welcoming culture towards migrants and refugees
in municipal authorities” (UNESCO)
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Charaf Ahmimed Programme Specialist of UNESCO Office in Harare, and Moderator,
Carlton Parra Rodriguez Director of the Department of Economic Solidarity at the Abat
Oliba CEU University of Spain noted that there was a migrant problem in Spain like other
European countries.
Fuad Huseynov, Deputy Chairman of the State Committee for Affairs of Refugees and
Internally Displaced Persons said in his speech that there is a single Azerbaijan model,
which was founded by National Leader Heydar Aliyev, to solve the problems of refugees
and internally displaced persons in our country. Today, the experience of Azerbaijan is
used in the world to deal with this problem. President Ilham Aliyev and First Vice President Mrs Mehriban Aliyeva are making significant efforts to improve the living conditions
of refugees and internally displaced persons. This is cited as an example to the world by
the leaders of influential international organizations who are frequent to Azerbaijan.
Thomas Rajacovics Head of Department and spokesman for Integration and Interfaith Dialogue at Mayor’s Office in the City of Graz emphasized the importance of the integration
of migrants into society.
Patrick Taran, President of the Global Migration Policy Association pointed out that immigration mainly includes cities.

Session: “Training for effective intercultural dialogue and global citizenship: What works?”

Miguel Silva, Moderator, Representative of the North-South Centre of the Council of Europe; Federica Cicala; Senior Education Officer in Italy and Mohammed Alsaud, instructor
at the Instructional Organization for Global Education Programme informed the participants of the informal educational activities. It was noted that this form of education is
mainly carried out through e-learning courses and trainings. The courses contain electronic information on human rights, intercultural dialogue and democratic citizenship.
The organization also hosts workshops, conferences and other events as relevant.
At the session, the global education concept was discussed between individuals and
groups, both at local and global levels and both from formal and informal aspects.
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Session: “Muslim-Arabic Legacy in the West” (UNESCO)

Amina Hamchari, Moderator UNESCO Representative. Underlining the relevance of the
topic under discussion, Amina Hamchari pointed out that Baku had always successfully
hosted important international events, and the 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue
is one of them. The UNESCO representative also expressed her gratitude to the Azerbaijani Government for the high-level organization of the forum. Amina Hamchari also stressed
that the forum would contribute to the development of dialogue between the West and
Muslim cultures.
Myriam Chopin, Medievalist at the Haute-Alsace University and President of the Stratsbourg-Méditerranée Festival also delivered a report on the subject. She gave full-fledged
information about the researches on Muslim culture in Paris.
Gerardo Bautista General Director of Editions des Archives Сontemporaines presented on
the role of technical tools in spreading the Muslim-Arabic culture in his report. He pointed
out that medieval Europe had benefited from the Muslim-Arab world.
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New Book Publication Presentation
As part of the forum, UNAOC made the presentation of the book entitled
“Opportunities for Media and Information Literacy in the Middle East and

North Africa”

Hanifa Mezoui, Senior Advisor on Humanitarian Affairs and Civil Society of the UN Alliance
of Civilizations gave more details about the book. She pointed out that the book was published by the International Clearinghouse on Children, Youth and Media in 2016 within the
framework of cooperation between UNESCO and the UN Alliance of Civilizations.
Speaking about the activities of the organization, Hanifa Mezoui noted that the purpose of
the International Clearinghouse is to collect and disseminate information about children,
youth and the media. One of the main goals is to conduct research among children and
young people. The book contains articles published in this regard in 2016. This publication
is a valuable resource for the elimination of gaps in literature about the progress of media
and information literacy work of many countries around the world.Noting that articles
in the book were presented in English and Arabic, H. Mezoui stressed the importance of
translating the book into more languages.
Concert for Peace: On the first evening of the event, a concert entitled “The Spiritual
Voice for Peace” was organized for the forum participants in Shirvanshahs’ Palace. At
the concert, which was conducted by Honoured Artist Fuad Ibrahimov, Faraj Garayev’s
composition was performed by the Nieuw Ensamble orchestra of the Netherlands, being
accompanied by Honorary Artist Sahib Pashazadeh, a famous tar player of Azerbaijan.
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WFID 2017 Break-Out Sessions, May 6th
Session: “Building Peace: 70 years of the UN Action towards a culture of
prevention” (UNESCO)

Jens Boel Moderator, Chef Archivist of UNESCO
Nada Al-Nashif, Assistant Director-General of UNESCO for Social and Human Sciences
delivered welcoming remarks and provided information about the project conducted by UNESCO. She noted that in 2015 UNESCO decided to conduct a research on the activities of the
UN. The goal of this project with some thirty different agencies on-board is to analyse work
done by UN and its institutions for the establishment of peace over the past period.
Araz Azimov Deputy Foreign Minister of Azerbaijan spoke about contribution of our country to international cooperation. It was noted that Azrbaijan is multicultural and a ‘tolerant brand’, serving as a bridge between different civilizations. Stressing the importance
of preventive measures in the fight against conflict, the Deputy Minister pointed out that
standard approach to preventive diplomacy is learning, analysis, evaluation, infrastructure
issues and pressures. That’s why the UN should be in contact with the regions and regional offices, and should further mobilize offices and organizations.
Christian Guillerment, Deputy Director-General for Foreign Policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Costa Rica stressed that peace, human rights and security are key areas of
the UN’s activity.
David Fernandez Puyana, Consultant at UNESCO Liaison Office in Geneva pointed out
that the key instrument for peace and security is the UN Charter adopted in 1945. The UN
Charter states that these issues should be supported in parallel. Peace of mind is a matter of national security.
Zalmay Khalilzad former US ambassador to the United Nations noted that analysis of
the efficiency of institutional activities should be made. He emphasised that the United
Nations is an indispensable institution contributing to security, Khalilzad pointed out that
for being effective activity for peace, the situation should be assessed properly and the
processes should be intervened in a timely manner. Necessary efforts should be made to
achieve long-term stability in the region.
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Session: “Inclusive dialogue in an age of polarization” (UNAOC)

Nathalie Guillaume Moderator, Political analyst at the UNAOC spoke about the relevance
of the topic discussed.
Ali Hasanov Assistant to the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan for Public and Political
Issues pointed out that modern development stage of international relations is observed
with complicated and controversial processes changing geopolitical landscape of the
world. Trends for the formation of multipolar system enhance the importance of inclusive
dialogue that has a significant impact on the deepening of civilizations and intercultural
relations.
Noting that multiculturalism is a lifestyle in Azerbaijan, Ali Hasanov underlined that the
Baku International Multiculturalism Centre was established in 2014 by the Decree of
President Ilham Aliyev. The year 2016 was declared the Year of Multiculturalism, and the
year 2017 was announced a “Year of Islamic solidarity” by the Presidential Decrees in
Azerbaijan. All of these are important in terms of the development of inclusive dialogue
and studying multicultural models in the world.
Providing detailed information on the work done by the Heydar Aliyev Foundation in promoting an inclusive dialogue, Ali Hasanov stated that over the years, the Foundation has
implemented numerous projects aimed at repairing historical monuments and creating
new cultural centres. Ancient religious and cultural monuments have been repaired and
restored in countries like France, Vatican, Italy, and Bulgaria. Repair and restoration work
has been carried out by the Foundation in the sanctuaries for the people of different religions in Azerbaijan, and education and cultural centres have been established for representatives of ethnic groups.
Maher Nassir, Acting Undersecretary-General of United Nations and Director of Department of Public Information of UN highlighted the importance of active involvement of young
people in decision-making processes, ensuring gender equality in terms of inclusive dialogue. He stressed that avoiding polarization in society and creating mutual dialogue and
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equal opportunities play an important role for inclusiveness. Appreciating Azerbaijan’s
efforts in promoting multicultural values and strengthening tolerance, the UN official expressed his gratitude to President Ilham Aliyev for his permanent attention to this issue.
Mohammad Mohiddin, Director of International Relations and Co-operation Department
and Associate Professor of the International University of Agadir in the Kingdom of Morocco highlighted that in Asian countries, cultural and ethnic diversity is more colourful
than other continents. He pointed out that various institutions, organizations and societies
have been functioning in several rapidly developing Asian countries, especially in Malaysia,
which encourage and promote inclusiveness. It was noted that the dialogue should cover
all segments of society to succeed. We see this model in Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan’s experience can be an example of international solidarity.
Brendan McAllister, Senior Mediation Adviser of UN Department of Political Affair emphasized that inclusiveness plays a vital role not only in solving harmony and dialogue, but
also in solving other problems in society. Expressing his gratitude to the Azerbaijani leadership for creating such a favourable dialogue, Mr McAllister expressed his appreciation
for the importance of WFID 2017
Ambassador Juan Antonio March, Vice President of ONUART Foundation pointed out that
significant success would be achieved in the promotion of inter-civilizational and intercultural dialogue in society by using art. Ambassador March underlined that the measures
taken in Azerbaijan to create an inclusive society had a good impression on him. Then the
audience’s questions were answered.

Session: “Heydar Aliyev and Interreligious Harmony in Azerbaijan”

co-organised by Azerbaijan State Committee for Work with Religious Organizations and
the Baku International Multiculturalism Centre.
Professor Ayten Gahraman Moderator, Counsellor at Baku International Multiculturalism Centre
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Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazadeh Chairman of the Caucasian Muslims Office
appreciated the fact of holding the next intercultural dialogue forum in Baku as a logical
step in the present period of political, economic, national and religious concerns. In his remarks, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade stated that Azerbaijan, which is continuing its historical role of a moral bridge between different civilizations, demonstrates to the
entire world that it is possible to establish a society based on the harmony of religious and
cultural diversity and this ideology is capable of survival. He stated that Azerbaijan, which
was established on these very firm foundations, has turned into a state capable of spreading its successful ideas in the world. In the period when the manifestations of extremism,
xenophobia, islamophobia, radicalism, terrorism on religious and national grounds are
at large, when there is a migrant crisis, the Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev acts as a
herald of the universal ideas on the global scale relying on our people’s traditional national
and historical legacy. The Head of State is an active advocate of the ideas of multiculturalism and Islamic solidarity on a global scale, the author of the Baku Process on intercultural cooperation. First Lady of Azerbaijan, Vice President Mehriban Aliyeva’s extensive
activities on the international platform, her advocacy of the national and moral legacy
at high level, her patronage of the universal values are a supreme merit to the country’s
holding its own in intercultural dialogue on the global scale. Our people and state earn
these achievements based on National Leader Heydar Aliyev’s emancipation ideology of
Azerbaijanism.
Kamal Abdullayev, State Counsellor on Multiculturalism, Inter-ethnic and Religious Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan noted that Azerbaijan has historically been a multicultural country, and National Leader Heydar Aliyev is the political founder of Azerbaijani
multiculturalism. At National Leader’s initiative and by his instruction the protection of
Azerbaijani multicultural traditions by the Government was reflected in the legal documents, as well as in the Constitution of Azerbaijan. Abdullayev pointed out that the policy
of multiculturalism founded by National Leader is being successfully developed in the
modern period by President Ilham Aliyev.
Mubariz Gurbanli, Chairman of the State Committee for the Work with Religious Organizations said that National Leader Heydar Aliyev, the founder of the Azerbaijani state, is the
author of the policy related to our country’s future.
Juan Carlos Mendez Pastor of the Christian Bel-El Centre of the Southern Baptist Church,
Aurielia Grigoriu the Head of the Moldovan Branch of Baku International Centre of Multiculturalism, Teresa Damasio Head of the International Relations Department in Lusofona
University of Humanities and Technologies, Aleksandr Nesterov, the Head of Yekaterinburg Branch of Baku International Centre of Multiculturalism each spoke of the multicultural and tolerant environment in Azerbaijan. They stated that Azerbaijan’s multicultural
values should be studied.
The speakers, touched upon the importance of the forum, pointed out that it was not by
coincidence that the event took place in Azerbaijan. Since, the model of tolerance and
multiculturalism is an example for other countries in the present stressful world.
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Session: “Sports for intercultural dialogue and peace”

Caroline Baxter Tresise, Moderator and Consultant of UNESCO Bangkok office
Fuad Hajiyev, Rector of Azerbaijan State Academy of Physical Culture and Sport spoke
at the session and pointed out that sports in Azerbaijan is being paid great attention and
care, sports infrastructure are developed, as a result, the Azerbaijani team has achieved
great success in international sporting events.
Joel Bouzou, President and Founder of Peace and Sport organization and President of
World Olympians Association appreciated the organization of the session on this theme
within the framework of the 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue and expressed his
gratitude to the Azerbaijani government, especially President Ilham Aliyev.
Nevena Vukašinović, Secretary General of European Non-Governmental Sports Organisation (ENGSO) and Head of the European Youth Council gave information about the problems faced by refugee athletes and the steps taken to resolve them. It was noted that a
special online sports dictionary for refugee athletes has been prepared. For the first time
in history, the refugee team attended the Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro.
A video clip devoted to the European sports forum was presented.
Sue Glassey Chairperson of the International Federation of Muay Thai Amateur Female
Commission and former World Champion Boxer pointed out that sport is an indispensable
platform in spreading multiculturalism and tolerance.
Vahid Shahbazi, Iranian Muay Thai Champion highlighted some aspects of sport in his
country. He underlined the importance of sports in the rapprochement among peoples,
and expressed his confidence that the discussions held within the framework of the 4th
World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue would have significant results.
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Session: “Cultivating Peaceful Relations through Intercultural Dialogue”

Jean-Christophe Bas, Moderator and President of Global Compass stressed that the discussion subject was especially topical in recent times. He expressed his confidence that
Baku Forum would create new opportunities for the development of intercultural dialogue.
Scherto Gill, Senior Fellow of Guerrand-Hermès Foundation for Peace emphasized the
importance of dialogue in interstate and international relations. While underlining the importance of peace and stability for the establishment of a dialogue,Gill pointed out that the
peace also helps to establish proper relationships.
Imad Karam, Executive Director of Initiatives of Change International commented on the
issue, saying that if we want to make changes, then everyone should start with themselves. Extremism, poverty and conflicts around the world have brought us to the globally
growing migration problem. The solution to all these is to establish a proper intercultural
dialogue and to invest in peace.
Prof. Patrice Brodeur, Senior Advisor of King Abdulla International Centre for Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue shared his views on religious tolerance and said that
religious leaders should not only be satisfied with inter-communal relations, but should
also be involved in negotiating with government officials.
Novruz Mammadov, Deputy Head of the Azerbaijani Presidential Administration and Chief
of the Administration’s Foreign Relations Department pointed out that it is necessary to
develop peaceful relations and to find root of conflicts.
Alesia Kush, Secretary-General of the International Institute LIFE BEYOND TOURISM
Foundation provided detailed information about the Foundation and noted that the main
objective of the Foundation is to make travels for values. From this point of view Azerbaijan
is a very beautiful country. Here, the combination of antiquity and modernity, the hospitality
of people, the tolerant atmosphere in the country is the wealth of this land.
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Tim Williams, Head of EU Eastern Partnership Culture and Creativity Programme gave
information about the projects implemented by the Organisation. He noted that Azerbaijan-EU relations were established within the framework of special programs and covered
various areas. Williams expressed his confidence that the joint projects will continue to be
sustainable.

Special Session: “Countering Violent Extremism through Girls’ Education”
(UNESCO)

Saniye Gülser Corat Moderator and Director of the Division for Gender Equality at UNESCO’s Headquarters in Paris. The role of girls’ education in the fight against violent extremism in the world was discussed at the meeting. Corat expressed her gratitude both to the
Azerbaijani Government, and to the organizers of the event, for their invitation to participate.
Irina Bokova, UNESCO Director-General thanked Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev and
First Vice President Mrs Mehriban Aliyeva for the high-level organisation of the forum and
special hospitality. Speaking about a significant role of education in society, Bokova said
that girls’ education and their activities in society are one of the main goals of gender
equality. Emphasising the role of women and education in the development of societies,
the Director-General highlighted the significance of taking joint steps in attracting girls to
education in some Muslim countries.
Mikayil Jabbarov, Minister of Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan spoke about the
work carried out in the field of education and reforms implemented in our country. Talking
about the role of women and girls in society in Azerbaijan, Jabbarov noted that the school
for girls was established in Baku for the first time in the Muslim East and the Azerbaijani
women gained the right to vote at a very early time.
Roman Tesfaye, Ethiopian First Lady, speaking about the significant role of education in
girls’ life, noted the importance of protecting women’s rights in society. She stated that
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women who are integrated into the society through education have a special place in the
solution of many global problems.
Keita Aminata Maiga, First Lady of Mali expressed her gratitude to Mrs Mehriban Aliyeva,
First Vice President of Azerbaijan, for the invitation, and noted that the meeting was held
at a high level. Emphasizing the significance of supporting women in the fight against terrorism and violent extremism, as well as the important role of women and girls in the development of society, Mali’s First Lady briefed on the ongoing reforms carried out in Mali.
Janet Kagame, Rwandan’s First Lady spoke of violence against women in many countries, and stressed its negative impact on girls’ education. Providing information about the
country’s history, the First Lady said that involvement of girls in education is a guarantee
of gender equality.
Hijran Huseynova, Chairperson of the State Committee for Family, Women and Children
Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan highlighted the importance of the topic discussed at
the session. She underlined that radicalism and violence, including xenophobia and discrimination are the greatest and seriously damaging catastrophe of humanity. She pointed
out that important work is being carried out in Azerbaijan for comprehensive development
of children, their quality education, growth in healthy and educated environment, provision
of high quality medical services and protection of their rights. Furthermore, Huseynova
noted that the state child policy shaped as a national strategy has been strengthened by
President Ilham Aliyev and First Vice President Mehriban Aliyeva.
At the Session, the participants of the high-level meeting adopted a global humanitarian challenge.

Session: “Building Inclusive Societies and Peaceful Coexistence: An ASEAN Perspective”

Jean-Christophe Bas, Moderator and President of Global Compass
Building peaceful coexistence in inclusive societies, the attitude of people from different
backgrounds based on mutual respect, including ASEAN’s perspective was discussed at
the panel.
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Mohamad Ilyas Yahprung Deputy Director of Wasatiyyah Institute for Peace and Development in Thailand spoke about the role of local Muslims in the socio-political life of the
country. He stated that a dialogue based on mutual respect among communities is essential to achieve coexistence in an inclusive society.
Jenny Wong, Senior Manager of Global Movement of Moderates Foundation talked about
the work done by the Organisation on global problems and about the reasons for economic
and political crisis in the countries. Wong also touched upon the important factors of living
in peace and tranquillity.
Santos Morales Commissioner of the National Commission on Muslim Filipinos stated that his country always respected the principles of cultural and traditional legislative
principles, referring to the concept of advice in Islam. Formation of fraternal and friendly
relations among communities in any society, as well as creation of equal conditions for
achieving coexistence should be regulated by the relevant authorities of the states.
Eldar Salimov Azerbaijani Foreign Ministry official, talking about the ASEAN’s perspectives, provided information on the work that had been carried out since the establishment
of the organization. He pointed out that Azerbaijan has always given priority to economic
and political cooperation with ASEAN. The signing of intergovernmental agreements by
and between Azerbaijan and the member states of the organization is an evidence of great
significance.

Session: “Generation what? How one transmedia campaign can inspire dialogue around the world” (UNESCO)

Sue Vize, Moderator and Regional Adviser for Social and Human Sciences in Asia and the
Pacific , UNESCO.
Nick Christopher, Producer at “YAMI 2” delivered information on the project “Generation
What?”. He noted that through this project, young people can find answers to their questions.
Tatsuhiro Beniko, Director of Programming of Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union stressed
that 60 percent of the population living in Asia is young. He underlined that they wanted to
organize closer and more active participation of the Asian youth in the surveys conducted by “Generation What?”. Effective exchange of views on the ways to stimulate dialogue
among young people was made at the session.
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Session: “Empowering youth to prevent violent extremism through education” (UNESCO)

Maysoun Chehab Moderator and Basic Education and Intercultural Dialogue Programme
Officer, UNESCO in Beirut.
Fadi Yarak, Director General for Education in the Lebanese Ministry of Education and Higher Education expressed his gratitude to the Government of Azerbaijan for the high-level
organisation. Touching upon the importance of focusing on socio-economic policies, Yarak
stressed the significance of literacy in society.
Gamal Shiha, Chairperson of the Committee of the Education, Higher Education and Scientific Research of the Egyptian Council of Representatives and Member of the Egyptian
National Assembly, pointed out that he was proud to be invited to such a prestigious forum.
Saying that issues on security, peace and sustainable development that concern our society were being discussed at WFID 2017, l Shiha emphasised the importance of the Baku
Process in this regard.
Hassan Nadhem UNESCO Chair For Interreligious Dialogue noted that the organization
he represented was investigating the ways of serious fight against violence. Touching upon
the significance of enlightenment of religious figure. Nadhem said many groups in Iraq
are working on interfaith dialogue.
Fariz Ismayilzade Vice Rector at the ADA University, emphasized that Azerbaijan was the
cradle of religious tolerance for many centuries, and representatives of different religions
live in peace and tranquillity in our country. Sending these messages to the world from
Azerbaijan once again confirms that Azerbaijan has become a place of tolerance.
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Session: “The cultural routes of the Council of Europe as Networks for Intercultural Dialogue” (Council of Europe)

Stefano Dominioni, Executive Secretary of the Council of Europe Enlarged Partial Agreement on Cultural Routes, stated that this network plays an important role in the development of mutual economic relations and intercultural dialogue among countries and leads
to the development of tourism.
Nazim Samadov, Deputy Minister of Culture and Tourism of the Republic of Azerbaijan
pointed out the significance of the topic for Azerbaijan, and stated that the topic touches
on two important issues - tourism and culture.
Hans Morten Lovrod, representative of the European Cultural Route of St. Olav Ways,
highlighted that the route is a significant network that ensures reconciliation of the religious tolerance and culture among the people.
Ramon Montes, Researcher on Prehistoric Rock Art Trails of Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe made a video-presentation. Speaking about rock art samples during the
presentation, the speaker stressed that Azerbaijan has a special place in that direction
and this area has expanded after joining of Gobustan to the Council of Europe’s Cultural
Routes.
Iter Vitis Emanuela Panke, representative of the European Cultural Route and Denise De
Roux representative of a project of “The Routes of the Olive Tree” provided detailed information on the routes they represented.
Within the framework of the session, Minister of Culture and Tourism of the Republic of
Azerbaijan Abulfas Garayev was presented with the certificate on joining of Azerbaijan
to the Council of Europe’s Cultural Routes.
Minister Garayev pointed out the importance of Azerbaijan’s participation in this route network and the creation of opportunity for attraction of more tourists to the country.
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Presentation of UNESCO Publication “The Different Aspects of Islamic Culture”, May 6th 2017

Ali Moussa Iye, Chief of Section of History and Memory for Dialogue under Sector for Social and Human Sciences at UNESCO, gave information about the book. He said that the
first edition of the book was published in 1954 shortly after the establishment of UNESCO.
This collection reflects profound academic exchanges among members of the Scientific
Committee of UNESCO, editors and authors, to present a comprehensive historical and
geographical overview of Islamic culture.
Dr Fawzia Al Ashmawi, expert on textbooks, UNESCO and Arab League spoke about the
role of women in the Islamic world.
Organization Ali Abdelrahim, Secretary of the Islamic Da’wa emphasised the importance
of the book that covers not only the history, but also various topics. Ali Abdelrahim underlined that through its holistic approach and pluralistic perspective, this six-volume collection significantly contributes to a better knowledge of Islamic civilization. The book is a
relevant tool for intercultural and interreligious dialogue.
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UNESCO-Sharjah Prize for Arab Culture Award Ceremony
Baku Congress Centre, May 6th 2017

Nada Al-Nashif, Assistant Director-General of UNESCO for Social and Human Sciences,
delivered information on the UNESCO-Sharjah Prize for Arab Culture. It was noted that
the Prize, established in 1998, is annually awarded to two individuals who have significantly contributed towards the development of Arab art and culture.
Applicants to the UNESCO-Sharjah Prize for Arab Culture must have significantly contributed towards the development, dissemination and the promotion of Arab Culture in the
world.
Medievalist at the Haute-Alsace University of France and President of the Stratsbourg-Méditerranée Festival Myriam Chopin noted that the laureates are chosen by the
Director-General of UNESCO, on the recommendation of an international Jury of experts.
In an era of globalization and profound political and social changes facing the world, this
award fully reflects the values of mutual understanding.
Abdullah Al Owais, Chairman of the Department of Culture and Information of Sharjah
Art Foundation highlighted that Sharjah Prize is presented for promotion of Arab culture.
It is a prize for international recognition of the works of Arab scholars. Holding this award
ceremony, recognized by international organizations, at such a prestigious event will help
to attract the attention of people from different cultures to the works of scholars of the
Arab world.
Two laureates of the UNESCO-Sharjah Prize, artists Faouzi Khlifi (El Seed) and musician
Shamma Nasser spoke on the contributions made by the Award to the development of
Arab Culture.
After the speeches, Shamma Nasir and Azerbaijani tar player Shahriyar Imanov performed
music.
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WFID 2017 Closes
The 4th World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue on the theme of “Advancing Intercultural
Dialogue: New Avenues for Human Security, Peace and Sustainable Development” ended with a closing ceremony on May 6th.

The Closing Ceremony was moderated by Professor Mike Hardy, Rapporteur and adviser
to the Forum, Executive Director of Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations at Coventry University. Professor Hardy was joined by the leaders of Forum’s partner organizations
- UNESCO, UN Alliance of Civilizations, UN World Tourism Organization, UN Food and
Agriculture Organization, Council of Europe and ISESCO.
Professor Mike Hardy noted that WFGID 2017 had focused on issues of intercultural understanding and cultural diversity, mutual influence and synthesis of cultures during the
globalisation process; he stressed the agreed importance of inter-civilizational relations
in the rapidly changing world and the prevention of ethnic conflicts, tourism development
and other issues in order to achieve peace and development. In addition, interesting proposals on social support for cultural diversity had been made.
H.E. Mrs Irina Bokova, Director-General of UNESCO reflected on her views on the Forum.
She stated that every closing session created opportunities for new beginnings. Highlighting her personal meetings with First Vice President of Azerbaijan Mehriban Aliyeva, as
well as with the first ladies of several countries, and discussions on women’s education in
these meetings, Irina Bokova congratulated Azerbaijan for the successful organization of
the Forum.
H.E. Mr Nasser Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, High Representative of UN Alliance of Civilizations
thanked the President of Azerbaijan for organizing such an important forum. It was noted
that the issue of intercultural and inter-religious dialogue is becoming increasingly im43

portant. Nassir Abdulaziz Al Nasser, who expressed his confidence in further expansion
of cooperation with Azerbaijan, highlighted that the Government of Azerbaijan and the UN
Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC) would celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the Baku Process
next year and the award will be presented to top-level officials.
H.E. Mr Abdulaziz Al-Tuwaijiri, Director-General of ISESCO expressed his gratitude to
the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, the First Vice President and the people of
Azerbaijan for the high-level organization of the forum. He said that in fact this forum is a
beginning. And as ISESCO, we must continue our partnership.
H.E. Dr Taleb Rifai Secretary-General of the United Nations World Tourism Organization
congratulated the Government of Azerbaijan and stressed that the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue has already become a tradition.
Noting that Azerbaijan, as an independent state, is a young and modern country, Dr Taleb
Rifai pointed out that he was proud of participating in this forum in Baku.
Other speakers who spoke at the event thanked the Government of Azerbaijan for such a
high level organization.
A special recognition was proposed for Director-General Irina Bokova at her last Forum in
her current role with UNESCO.

WFID 2017 Conclusions
Conclusions were drawn about the form, substance and direction of future Forums and
of the Baku Process in its tenth year.
WFID 2017 was the fourth successful Forum to mobilise major organizations and individuals involved in the promotion of intercultural dialogue and diversity. As an integral part
of the Baku process, WFID 2017 was an important step forward. It built directly on the
results of the previous Forums, and helped deepen the reflections with new ideas and
experiences.
From the power and energy of the opening session to the reflections at the closing,
WFID 2017 drew inspiration from its active participants and set action plans.
Actions for the future focus on three important areas for Intercultural Dialogue in general
and the Baku Process in particular:
Meaning, Measurement and Mobilisation
Meaning: WFID 2017 identified the need to step up attention to the meaning, role and
purpose of intercultural dialogue.
The Task Force from the international organisations was charged with assessing learning points for both the form and substance of the Forum. As the 10th Anniversary of the
commitment to the Baku Process and to the World Forums on Intercultural Dialogue,
a key question was raised about whether, as a matured event, the World Forum would
be best continued at the scale and size of WFID 2017 with its focus on dialogue through
presentations, or whether new forms might be developed emphasising dialogue through
exchange and debate.
WFID 2017 having acknowledged the new political context in many countries around the
world, with the rise of populism and polarisation and the emergence of a ‘new national44

ism’ concluded that it also need to change in response to the contemporary challenges
to peace and prosperity.
The clear alignment between intercultural dialogue and the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) was successful and welcomed. This changed substance set a distinctive
agenda in the discussions. All participants endorsed the view that the main threat for the
SDGs agenda would arise from the failures within culturally diverse and inclusive societies, or in other words, with the difficulties that societies and communities experience
living together with difference.
As the Baku Process has established, interculturalism is the process of moving cultures
into a space for joint experience and learning and encourages merging rather than emphasising distinction. For the future, The Forum will take responsibility for exploring more directly the meaning and challenges of Interculturalism and explore how the movement away
from viewing culture as a tangible force impact intercultural dialogue and how realistic it
is to propose moving from a place of ones’ culture, if that culture is in constant flux and
cannot be defined in any meaningful way?
Measurement: The clear alignment between Intercultural Dialogue and the SDGs and the
outcomes of peace and prosperity demands more careful attention to measuring change
and defining success.
This clear alignment has created another important platform to mobilise resources and
conduct shared activities notwithstanding the universality of international organizations
or regional status and area of responsibility. But the alignment also has placed emphasis
on the need to measure change and progress, and WFID 2017 concluded that it would be
worthwhile to research and develop measuring tools, such as an ICD Index.
Mobilisation: The Forum stressed, in its conclusions, the critical importance of both the
distinctive combinations of participating international organisations, both governmental
and non-governmental with the private sector and the active mobilisation of the networks
formed.
The critical High Level meetings of Ministers of Culture, Tourism and of Education, and
Heads of International Organisations, have set precedents and ambitions for the mobilisation of new international discussions and shared actions
Similarly, recognition of the changing global political context had resulted in the inclusion of so-called Global Connectors and other new entrants to WFID – notably the private sector The Baku Forum provides a unique opportunity to bring together the “global
connecters” and the leading CSR organizations and to discuss concrete opportunities of
collaboration to promote dialogue and inclusive societies. These new global connectors
are placing new emphases within their research, policy and flagship events on the urgent
need to build Inclusive Societies. WFID 2017 concluded that the private sector is another
important actor, and a somewhat untapped potential in the promotion of inclusive societies and trust building among people and cultures. Huge financial resources and experience can be mobilised through Corporate Social Responsibility budgets, philanthropy
and corporate engagement.
These new participants will help WFID and the Baku Process to grow its influence towards building more inclusive societies – and promoting the commitment to new avenues for human security, for peaceful relations and for shared prosperity. This agenda
has never been more important.
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